Memorial School PTA's
Cake Decorating with Dad Contest

Memorial students are invited to have some fun with a male family member or friend and decorate your own pre-made cake! Siblings are encouraged to work together to reserve space for as many families as possible.

Friday, January 31st
in the Churchill Junior HS cafeteria
18 Norton Road East Brunswick, NJ

Registration fee: $5.00 (per cake)
Send cash or checks payable to Memorial School PTA

Contest Rules:
1. All cakes must be decorated by current Memorial students and ONE MALE adult. Siblings should work together with their male relative or friend. While moms are NOT permitted to participate in the decorating, they can help with planning and preparation, including providing pictures and plans for the family to follow during the event. On the night of the event, moms are asked to provide encouragement and comments from the sidelines.
2. Cakes should be pre-made and brought to the school on the evening of the event in their original shape without being cut, frosted, or decorated ahead of time in any way.
3. The cake must be placed on a cake platform (this does NOT have to be edible) so it can be moved to the judging area.
4. All decorations for the cake MUST BE EDIBLE but cannot be made ahead of time. All/any figures for the cake must be formed, shaped and/or cut out within the 30 minute timeframe at the school. Icing may be tinted ahead of time.
5. Bring a disposable tablecloth for your workspace. Families are responsible for bringing all utensils, equipment and ingredients needed to decorate the cake. The cafeteria tables at Churchill are small. Work space is limited.
6. Families will have 30 minutes to decorate their cakes. Decorating will begin at 6:45. Once time is up, all cakes will need to be moved to the judging area. Late cakes cannot be considered for winning prizes.
7. Families who do not follow the rules cannot be considered for winning prizes.
8. ALL CAKES MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE SCHOOL AT THE END OF THE EVENING.

Email any additional questions to memorialcakecontest@gmail.com

Cakes can be decorated ANY WAY you’d like! Winners will be awarded in the following categories:

1. Biggest/Smallest Cake
2. Yummiest Looking Cake
3. Best Sports Cake
4. Most Creative Cake
5. Funniest Cake
6. Most Professional Looking Cake
7. Best School Spirit Cake
8. Best Effort Cake
9. Most Colorful Cake
10. Prettiest Cake

Visit our Facebook photo page for ideas and inspiration!

Family Last Name________________________________________ Male Decorator__________________________________

Email Address (please print clearly):________________________________________________________________________

_____ Yes! I have completed the online Google registration form. _____ Yes! I have included my registration fee ($5.00 per cake)

Return this slip with your registration fee to school as soon as possible.

Space is limited due to the number of tables in the cafeteria. In order to be fair, all registration forms must be completed ONLINE prior to sending this form to school. You can register at: https://forms.gle/5BENQhoYvDWAfU8z5
Payments for each registered family team MUST be delivered to school by January 17th, or your space will be given to the next family on the waiting list. WE WILL NOT ACCEPT WALK-INS AT THIS EVENT!